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We found conditions for excitation of bright-bright

27T solitons in stimulated

Raman scattering that involves

nutation of population at Raman quantum levels, for two (laser-Stokes) and three (e.g., laser-Stokes-antiStokes) components. The soliton components at all participating frequencies are bright solitons of the same,
Lorentzian, shape, in contrast to the well-knownbright-dark soliton combination in stimulated Raman scattering.

It is well known that stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) may result in the formation of peculiar solitons
that combine a so-called bright (regular) soliton at
the pump (laser) frequency and a so-called dark soliton (a deep minimum in the intensity profile) at the
Stokes frequency. Mathematically identified as solitons in early research 1 2 and experimentally observed
first in the research reported in Ref. 3, these formations (regarded also as transient solitons4 6 having a
r phase jump at the Stokes frequency) have been extensively explored.7 Following experimental observations, most of the theoretical research neglected
the changes of populations at the Raman quantum
transition. If the population at the Raman transition is an essential part of the pulse dynamics (and
if there is a nonvanishing dispersion), it may result
in 2ir pulses (to the extent similar to self-inducedtransparency solitons5 ) that consist in the case of only
two components, of bright solitons at the pump and
Stokes components, both having a surprisingly simple, Lorentzian envelope. Theoretically discovered
many years ago,2 these solitons have not been observed experimentally, which may be attributed to

their threshold nature that imposesstringent limitations on the pulse frequency and length for the most
of the materials traditionally used for SRS. In this
Letter we suggest conditions for experimental excitation of these solitons and develop a theory for the case
of three components (e.g., laser-Stokes-anti-Stokes
or laser-Stokes-second-Stokes) 9 that may broaden
possibilities of exploration of new solitons.
Consider a collinear propagation of radiation with
frequencies 60j = &sL + jtoo, j = 0 + 1 (below we assign j = -1, j = 0, and j = 1 to the Stokes, cos,laser,
COL, and anti-Stokes, (OA, components, respectively),
where coois the resonant frequency of a Raman quantum transition. In the plane-wave approximation

the field components, Re[Ej(t,z)exp(ikjz - iWjt)],
have slowly varying envelopes, Ej(t, z), where z is the
axis of propagation and kj = tojnj/c, with nj = n(coj)
being the refractive index at frequency cs;. The Raman quantum transition is described by the density matrix with nondiagonal elements, P12 = P21*,
and the difference A = P11 - P22 between populations of the lower (ground) level, Pi,, and the upper (excited) level,
P12 =

P22:

P11 + P22

= 1. Assuming

ior(t,z)exp(ikoz - ihot), where kh = (kL - ks)
0146-9592/94/070445-03$6.00/0

ko

(oo/c, and using, e.g., the procedure of Ref. 10 to

find the respective nonlinear (Raman) polarizations,
we obtain the Maxwell equations for the envelopes
Ej(t, z):

aEj/az + vj-'aEj/at = 2wwjNa(cnj)-'Qj,
j = S,L,A, (1)
where v; = do)j/ dkj is a group velocity at the frequency coj,Na is the density number of Raman-active
particles, Qs = -a* 6L*L
*EL, QL = aSa:SLoES
aLAeLAO4AEA, QA = aL,AeL,AcEL, ej-1j - exp[i(ko +
kj_1 - kj)z] is a phase mismatch factor, and
aej-,j = h-1 Y[(dimej)(dm2ej~i)(mi -

j)

m

+ (dimej-i)(dm2 ej)(wmi + oj-1) 1]
(2)

is the Raman polarizability10'1' between the j - 1
and jth components. Here dim (dn 2 ) is a dipole ma-

trix elementfor the resonant transitions betweenthe

lower (upper) Raman quantum level and the mth
quantum level, ojmlis the frequency of the m - 1
transition, and ej is a unity vector of the field polarization at the frequency wj; the summation is
performed over all the quantum levels except the Raman levels. Equation (1) (and the other equations
below) are readily reduced to the two-component case
by, e.g., setting EA = 0. In Eq. (1) we neglected ab-

sorption. The generalized Bloch equations for o-and
A are

ao/at = -n*A/2,

aA/at= 2 Re(ufIR),

(3)

where fIR is the (in general, complex) Rabi frequency;
using the approach of Ref. 10, we find it as
QR= 2

L(Sl6SLESEL+ CaLA6LAELEA)-

(4)

2
The first integral of Eqs. (3) is A2 + 41c-1
=
constant = 1. Because the solitons considered
here are usually a few orders of magnitude shorter
than the relaxation times of typical Raman transitions, the relaxation is neglected in Eqs. (3). Also,
because the coherent lengths (ko + kj_1 - kj)-1
(>> ko-1) are usually much larger than the spatial
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size of the soliton (which is especially true in gases or
vapors), we assume here that ej-j - 1 (which is an
exact relation on the case of only two components).
As is usual in SRS theory, we neglected the Stark
shift of the Raman frequency and related small
corrections to the group velocities (see, e.g., Ref. 10).

A solitary wave, by definition, is a solution with
all the envelopes Ej propagating without change and
with the same (unknown at this point) velocity P.
Thus all these components are locked in (in contrast
to the transient" bright-dark SRS solitons). Using

Rabi phase) of the soliton is +(w) - 0(-oo) = 27r,
indicating a 2wTsoliton, which is expected. (One
can show that the Lorentzian solitons are the
only possible solitons in the case of two and three
components.)

coefficients (to be found).

(5)

where 3j = 1/vj - 1/v is a group-velocity dispersion parameter, 12 Qs = -WS*,Lu*E L , QL = WSLEs WLA cEA, QA = WLAEL,
wj-,j = 2wrc
-laj' ,
Na(W)j_,ij/
njnj) 12, and Ej _Ej(njc/2hwj)12 are
flux amplitudes, such that Ij = VEj2 are photon
fluxes of the respective components. Equations (3)
and (5) yield two new integrals:

Y 8/j1j =
2(15A(A -

S(DPS) -

const.
VNaA(77)

I,
=

const. - J,

(6)

the first one being a Manley-Rowe-like integral.
One can prove, using Eqs. (3) and (5), that the product oilR is real and that the phases of both o- and QIR
are constant, which allows one, without loss of generality, to replace fQR in Eqs. (3) with the real Rabi
frequency and replace a/at with d/d?7 . The allbright-solitons condition is that, for all the components Ej(z7 ) - 0, o,() - 0 as I177-b o. The solution for u and A in terms of the Rabi phase
OPR =

fflR(Y7 )dY7 is

A = ±cos'R,

cr = (1/2)sin

OR,

(7)

where the plus corresponds to the Raman system's being initially at the equilibrium [A(--) = 1] and the
minus corresponds to the initially inversed population difference [A(--) = -1]. In Eqs. (6), I = 0 and
J = - wNa,if the molecules were initially at the equilibrium, while J = wNa, if the population difference
was initially inverted.
Under appropriate conditions, Eqs. (3) and (5)
allow for a solution with all the soliton components
being the bright ones and of the same, Lorentzian,
normalized shape: S(-q) = 1/(1 + y 2772), where
y 2/r, T being the duration of the soliton. When
we introduce the total photon flux, (D X 'j,
D the
soliton solution in our terms is
(Dy= CDoS(S
A(Y
7 ),
7) = ±[1 - 2S(iffl,
0(77) = - Y-0607)

(8)

where 450 is the peak total photon flux (see below). The solution for the Rabi phase is OR =
2ctan-1(y 7) + 7T/2[ OR = 2tan-'(y77) + w/2]in the
case of the plus (minus) in Eq. (8) (assuming that
the soliton peaks at 7 = 0), i.e., the total area (or

where

Substituting

Eq. (8) into

(9)

Y(2)2 = -IWSLI /8S5L

stipulating that aEj/a; = 0, we transform Eq. (1) into

j = S,L,A,

= jaj1 2 (I,

ckj

Eq. (5), we obtain a linear homogeneous set of equations for aj (with y as a parameter), which in the
simplest case of only two components results in

retarded coordinates 77= t - z/i and ; = z and
8j dEj d7 = Qj,

One has now

Ia;12= constant (E Iaj 12= 1) are photon distribution

(see also Ref. 2) and in the three-component case (e.g.,
Stokes-laser-anti-Stokes) results in
Y(3)2

=

-(

/8ASAL + IWLA I/ ALAA).

WSLI

(10)

[It is worth noting that one of the possible solutions
of the Maxwell-Bloch equations is a continuous (i.e.,
nonsoliton) wave with two frequencies, e.g., cos and
W)A, separated by 2wo, essentially similar to an optical
balance'

3

for four-wave mixing.]

Using Eq. (5), we

evaluate the coefficients laj12 for the two-component
case as
2
las1

IaL1= aS/8SL > 0,

-8/8SL

=

> 0,

(11)

where 8 SL = 1/1S - 1/VL and 8s(L) = 1/VS(L) -1/V
and for the three-component soliton as
lasl 2

|aLl| = Y(3) /W,
IaAI'

where W

|WSLI2

IWLAI/8A

=

5

'

/

SL -

IWLA

IwsLI2/1s2W,

=

(12)

W,
2

1/A

8LA.

Finally,

the

peak total photon flux, (DO,is obtained from Eq. (6) for
the two-component case as

(DO
= +TNa 6SL/SOL,

(13)

where the signs correspond to those in Eqs. (8), and
for the three-component soliton as

(Do± wNa(IWSLI 2 /8L 5SL

-

IWLAI/8A8LA)

2

/(IWSLI /8S - IWLAI /8A).

(14)

The total number of photons within the soliton pulse
is P, =m
f-. (DIdyq = rNar/2; for the two-component
soliton,
2.
PI = +wNa8SL/(-8S3L)' IWSLI

(15)

For the three-component soliton, PI is similarly obtained by Eqs. (10) and (14). All the values y 2,No,
and laj12 are positive. In the two-component case,
this determines the followingdispersion condition required for support of a soliton, if initially the particles
are at the equilibrium:
6SL > O.

aS > O.

3L < O,

(16)

i.e., Ps < P < VL;the reversed dispersion condition is
required if initially the population was inverted. For
the three-component soliton, if the Raman states are
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initially at the equilibrium the dispersion conditions
are either
AS > 0,

AL

I8AI> 8sIaLAI2 /IaSL12

< 0,

(17)

(in particular, vS
8

A <0,

< v <

8 L>

0,

VIL)
or
1I5SI> -8AIas,L

2

/aL,A1 2

(18)
(in particular,

VL <

V< VA).This

case provides one

with much broader opportunities for choosing appropriate materials and lasers.
The major characteristic of the bright-bright SRS
soliton is that it is a threshold soliton: its parameters must satisfy threshold conditions T < Tcr (Do>
(cr, and Py > Pcr, where the respective threshold
(critical) values for the two-component soliton are
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populated the Cs 6 P3/2 level; this would also provide the control of the soliton. Another interesting
opportunity could be presented by optical fibers, in
which, because of larger dispersion, the limitations
of Eqs. (19) on the soliton length could be relaxed.
In conclusion, we found conditions for excitation of
bright-bright Lorentzian 2wor
solitons in SRS for two
(laser-Stokes) and three (e.g., laser-Stokes-antiStokes) components. We also proposed an arrangement (including the medium and the laser) for the
experimental observation of these solitons.
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